NOTES:
1. FOR EQUIPMENT LAYOUT OF CCE SEE DETAIL ED.202.
2. EACH DATA OUTLET STATION SHALL HAVE A 20A, 120V, 1-PHASE, ORANGE DUPLEX RECEPTACLE ADJACENT TO IT. THESE DUPLEX RECEPTACLES, SHALL BE ISOLATED GROUND RJ45 TYPE AND SHALL BE CONNECTED TO 10 PANELBOARDS.
3. INSTALL GROUND WIRE BETWEEN EQUIPMENT GROUNDING BAR AND DOOR GROUNDING LUGS. INSTALL GROUND LUG ON PROVIDED ENCLOSURE DOOR TAB.
4. NEW CONSTRUCTION CISCO SWITCH PROVIDED AND INSTALLED BY OWNER (PER CPS OPERATIONS / ITS AGREED ALLOWANCE).
5. EXISTING SCHOOL: 24 OR 48-PORT CISCO SWITCH WILL BE PURCHASED AND INSTALLED BY ITS.